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Everything that you read or see on the site is copyrighted or otherwise protected and owned by Eli Lilly Sweden AB ("Lilly") or by a third party who licensed or granted to Lilly the right to use such material. Unless otherwise expressly noted, nothing that you read or see on the site may be copied or used except as provided in these Terms of Use or with the prior written approval of Lilly.

We grant you permission to print individual pages from the site, unless otherwise expressly noted, for your own personal, non-commercial use in learning about the services or products offered by Lilly or for your non-commercial use in connection with healthcare or education. If you are a health care professional or provider, you may print individual pages from the site, unless otherwise expressly noted, and share the information and materials with others. No other permission is granted to you to license, sale, store, alter, modify or create derivative works of these materials. This grant of permission is not a transfer of title, and under this permission you may not:

  o Use the materials for any commercial purpose, or for any public display;
  o Remove any copyright, trademark or other proprietary notations from the materials;
  o "mirror" the materials on any other server.

We make no warranties or representations to you that your use of any materials displayed on the site will not infringe the rights of third parties.

Unless otherwise indicated, all logos, names, designs, and marks on the site are trade marks owned or used under licence by Lilly. The use or misuse of any of these marks or other information is strictly prohibited. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as conferring by implication, estoppel or otherwise any licence or right under any patent or trade mark or other intellectual property right of Lilly or any third party. Except as expressly provided above, nothing contained herein shall be construed as conferring any licence or right under any Lilly copyright.

Your use of this site is also subject to the Terms and Conditions and the Privacy and Cookie Policy.
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